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Devotion: exclusive commitment through good and bad times

Questions for Reflection/Discussion:
As always feel free to tweak, skip, or add questions to focus on areas you
think most relevant to your group.

1. What would your close friends say that you are fully devoted
to?

Big Idea: God wants our complete and consistent devotion.
Devotion to God is tested in the good times (7:1)
Good times tempt us to put our devotion in self and wealth
Self (7:8-10; 10:13-14)
Wealth (8:14; 10:1-2)
Devotion is tested in the bad times
Bad times tempt us to put our devotion in anything that might work
Other gods (7:14-16; 8:4-6)
Politics (7:11)
When our devotion switches from God to other things, God may
remove those other things from our lives. (9:3; 9:17; 10:5-8)
God doesn’t give up on his people, even when their devotion fades
(11:8-11)

2. We know that a modern day spouse would never be satisfied
with partial devotion, why is it easier to think that God would
be?
3. How can good times actually make our relationship with God
more challenging? Have you ever experienced this?
4. We live in a culture that celebrates hard work. How we
recognize when prosperity comes from hard work and yet still
acknowledge it as God’s blessing?
5. How can our financial situation impact the way we interact
with God positively and negatively? When does it become
spiritually counter productive to have wealth?
6. Do you find your devotion to God to be higher in good or bad
times? Why?
7. We might not be tempted to seek help from other gods in
times of crisis like Israel, but where might we look for rescue
outside of God?
8. How can you tell when you are placing more hope in politics
to save the world than in God?
9. If God was looking at your life what might he be tempted to
take away in order to increase your devotion to him?

10. Read 11:8-11, what does this passage say about God’s attitude
toward his people?

